Integrations
Valeyo Ori integrates to leading technology and service providers
via our API-based platform, giving your institution flexibility and
choice over the lending journey. Speak with a solutions expert today
to discuss whether Valeyo Ori is right for you.
If you’re a provider looking to join our ecosystem, contact us
to discuss partnership opportunities.

Address verification
Capture the right address every
time with real-time verification.

Creditor insurance
Protect your customers and
increase non-interest revenue
with an integrated creditor
insurance sales experience.

Banking system

Enables direct integration between the
LOS and your core banking system for loan
origination and onboarding.

Member onboarding

Direct integration through Celero Xchange.

Soft/hard credit inquiry
Allows customers to check their
loan product eligibility online before
proceeding with a full application
and cuts down on processing time
during application adjudication.
AML
Mitigate risk with a stronger
Anti-Money Laundering compliance
strategy that helps reporting
entities implement their compliance
strategies, and fulfill their reporting
requirement under AML and
PCMLTFA.

Creditor insurance
Protect your customers and
increase non-interest revenue
with an integrated creditor
insurance sales experience.

Electronic signature
Enables electronic signature of
loan documents.

ID verification
In alignment with FINTRAC and
AML requirements, confidently
verify the identity of new customers online in real-time.

Income verification
Verify applicant income and
employment with certainty through
a digital and automated experience.
Fraud
Mitigate risk against fraud
and lend online by leveraging
leading fraud detection and
prevention solutions.

Soft/hard credit inquiry
Allows customers to check their
loan product eligibility online before
proceeding with a full application
and cuts down on processing time
during application adjudication.

Autodecision
Deliver faster and more accurate
lending decisions. Automate loan
amounts, identify cross sell opportunities and tailor settings to your
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